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I. Problem Studied

A. Introduction

Some years ago, the present author proposed' a coherent optical means of stor-

ing time-dependent optical signals, potentially on a permanent basis, in absorber

materials that display inhomogeneous optical line broadening. It was, in essence,

pointed out that such materials can act as spectrum analyzers and record the spec- %

trum of an intricately structured optical pulse, and then following coherent excitation

produce a duplicate of the pulse. It was suggested that this process could provide

the basis for the development of an entirely new class of optical storage devices pos-

sessing both ultrahigh speed (> 10 Ghz) and ultrahigh data storage density. It was

calculated that a bit of optical information could be stored for every 10,000 absorber

atoms in the storage material. An extensive experimental and theoretical effort

aimed at the analysis of this process was thereafter proposed to the Army Research

Office. It was this proposal that served as the basis of the present contract. For a

general introduction to the phenomenology associated with the approach to optical

storage studied, see the Appendix.

B. Gas Phase Memory Experiments

The first phase of our program was to thoroughly examine the optical physics

associated with the memory effect proposed. In order to minimize material-related

complications, this work was undertaken in a gas-phase sample of atomic Ytterbium,

which it turns out constitutes an extremely simple material from the prospective of

analysis. Such samples are of course useless in regards to long term storage, but per-

fect for helping us to learn about the basic mechanisms involved in the storage phe-

nomena.

A number of experiments --7 were conducted. In the course of them, we veri-

fied most of the predictions originally made', but importantly learned many new

things about the proposed storage process. We determined a number of different

experimental approaches that guaranteed the faithful storage and recall of data

encoded on optical signals. This work is detailed in references 2 through 7.

Throughout this work we were limited to relatively low (s25 MHz) storage and

recall bandwidths because of equipment limitations.

C. Optical Data Processing by Coherent Optical Means
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In the course of our work, we discovered that the same optical process that

gives rise to the memory effect can be employed to generate signals representing

cross-correlations, auto-correlations, and convolutions of optical input pulses. As in

the case of the memory application, indications are that extremely large bandwidth I

pulses can be accommodated. In experiments leading to several publications8 - 10 , we

analyzed and demonstrated the effects. A patent (4,670,854) based on this effect

was obtained.

D. Coherent Transient Effects Generated by Frequency-Swept Optical Pulses

One of the memory effect experiments required us to develop a frequency-

chirped (swept) laser source. Having done so, we also employed it to generate coh-

erent transient optical signals. Interesting new effects were observed.",12 It was

found that photon echoes having durations determined by the total bandwidth rather

than the duration of the excitation pulses are produced. These echoes are very in-

tense, containing a sizable fraction of the energy contained in the excitation pulses.

The mechanism by which they are produced is similar to that which operates in

femtosecond pulse compression. In the echo case, however, optical energy is tempo-

rarily stored as a material excitation and re-emitted as a short pulse. Echo compres-

sion may serve as a means of compressing long (micro to millisecond) pulses to short

intense nanosecond pulses.

E. Time-Delayed Phase Conjugation

Yet another application of the memory process is the storage and delayed repro-

duction of phase conjugated images. This has been experimentally demonstrated and

published."3

F. Memory Studies in Solid-State Samples

Practical applications of time-domain optical memories will have to involve

solid-state storage materials. In the final stages of our work, we began to study a

solid-state material, i. e. Eu 3 :Y O,. For the memory process to function in this

material, it is necessary to work at cryogenic temperatures (less than about 10K).

We completed a comprehensive study of the properties of this material as a function

of temperature,14 and we did in fact demonstrate the memory effect.'6  Storage

times of more than 10 hours were obtained. Further work on appropriate solid-state

materials is needed. On the basis of existing knowledge, it is not clear how high in
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temperature one can eventually work.%
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Appendix

Time-Domain Frequency-Selective Optical Memories

I. Concept

Over the last few years, a radically new approach to optical data storage has

been proposed and subjected to preliminary investigation in the author's laboratory.

This approach is based on the fact that certain optical materials can be induced to

store a spectral image of an information carrying light beam and later be stimulated

to reconstruct the light beam and its encoded information. For brevity, we refer

here to optical memories based on this mechanism as time-domain optical memories.

There are several reasons why this approach to optical data storage is of techno-

logical interest:

1. Input and output bandwidths are in principle limited only by the
inhomogeneous absorption bandwidth of the storage material. In
most systems studied to date, this limiting bandwidth is 10 Gigahertz
or greater.

2. Many data bits can be encoded at each spatial location of the sto-
rage material. Hence, data storage densities can be very large. The
present type of optical memory will in principle be capable of achi-
eving storage densities (bits/square centimeter) several orders of mag-
nitude greater than is possible with traditional surface modification
approaches to optical data storage.

3. Optical signals are input and optical signals are directly output.

Optical-electrical interfaces are in principle unnecessary.

In a simple implementation, time-domain storage and retrieval of information

occurs as follows: First, the storage location is illuminated by a short pulse. Imme-

diately thereafter, a data encoded beam is made incident on the storage location.

This beam must be of limited duration and data conten,. These limits will be dis-

cussed below. Once the data beam is turned off, the storage process is complete,

and the material has recorded the Fourier transform of the data beam. To recall the

information stored, the material is simply illuminated by a short read pulse. Follow-

ing this read pulse, the material emits an optical signal which is the time-delayed

duplicate of the original data encoded beam. In typical cases, one can expect the

output signal to be about one percent as intense as the input data beam.

% NNsNi
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There is at present one principal disadvantage to time-domain storage of optical

data. In order for known materials to properly record the Fourier transform of the

information beam, they must be cooled down to the range of 4 to 20 degrees Kelvin.

For some applications, such as personal computers, this is a serious disadvantage

indeed, but in the case of high performance systems where either high speed or high

storage density are important, the disadvantage is not so serious. Commercial refri-

gerators capable of thousands of hours of unattended 10 K operation are available

for a few thousand dollars.

II Mechanism

A number of papers in the published literaturel -4 have appeared in the last few

years describing the nonlinear optical process that serves as the basis for time-

domain memories. For a detailed discussion of the optical physics involved, the

reader should refer to those papers and others referenced therein. Only a relatively

limited discussion will be presented here.

The time-domain method is based on the existence of optical materials that dis-

play inhomogeneous optical broadening. In these materials, individual absorber

atoms display very sharp optical absorption resonances, but because of site inhomo-

geneities in the material, atoms at microscopically different spatial locations resonate

at different frequencies. The material is therefore characterized by two frequency

widths. One, the inhomogeneous absorption width, Avi, represents the frequency in-

terval over which individual atoms are spread. The other, the homogeneous absorp-

tion width, Avh, represents the absorption width of individual absorber atoms. For

the present purposes, Avh can be taken to be the same for all atoms. In cases where

Av i >> Avh, the material resembles a spectrum analyzer in that it has the capacity to

respond independently to optical Fourier components over the bandwidth Av i with

frequency resolution Avh. From standard Fourier analysis, it follows that the mater-

ial can record a Fourier transform in sufficient detail to represent a temporal input

signal containing

AV i  -
N =Auh .

data bits.

op

.e ,., e. ,%,, , -I
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The mechanism of storage can be understood as follows: The first pulse sensi-

tizes the material by creating an optical coherence over the entire bandwidth of the

data beam. The data beam then interferes with the existing optical coherence with

the result that the population transferred out of the ground state of the material into

the excited state is proportional to the data beam's Fourier transform. In the absence

of the sensitizing pulse, the population transferred is proportional to the square of

the data beam's Fourier transform. Only in the former case is the temporal structure

of the data beam faithfully recorded by the inhomogeneous absorber.

When the excited state of the material decays several things may happen to pre-

vent the loss of stored information. In the simplest case, several levels exist in the

ground state and the excited-state population does not decay to them in the same

proportion as it was pumped out of them. Thus as long as the ground-state sublev-

els are stable, an image of the data beam's Fourier transform remains in the material.

This realization of long term storage may be referred to as optical-pumping storage,

and in systems where optical pumping is the primary long term storage mechanism,

storage times on the order of 24 hours have been demonstrated. Substantially longer

optical-pumping storage times may be available in some materials.

Other more stable and hence technologically useful means of realizing long term

storage utilize photochemistry to react away the excited-state population before it

can decay back to the ground state. Analyses of known materials indicate that

essentially permanent storage should be possible using photochemically active materi-

als. Such materials also hold the promise of retaining stored information at elevated

temperatures.

A temporal duplicate of the data beam can be created by uniform optical exci-

tation of the stored Fourier transform. It can be shown,", that the light coherently

emitted by a storage material after excitation by a short optical pulse possesses a

temporal structure determined by the Fourier transform of the storage material's

absorption profile. When the Fourier transform of a data beam is encoded into that

absorption profile, it follows that the material-generated output signal will have the

same temporal shape as the data beam. Analysis shows that only 10,000 optically

active atoms need be present in the storage material for each stored data bit in order

achieve acceptable signal-to-noise ratios in the output signal. The maximum number

.40 . 'r
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of bits that can be stored at one spatial location is thus given by N as defined above,

provided that enough atoms are present in the material to produce a detectable

signal.

III The Challange

In order for the process described above to find wide application suitable storage

materials must be found. The optimum storage material will have a very small value

of AVh (preferably in the KHz to MHz range) and a large value of Avi (perferably

greater than one GHz). Phonon-mediated broadening of Az/h should be small so that
the material will be useful at high temperatures. Irradiation of the material in its

excited-state should cause a very rapid photochemical transformation of the material

into a species whose spectrum does not appreciably overlap the storage transition of

the original material. Ideally, this photochemical transformation should be reversible.

Ideally the ground and excited states of the storage material should consist of a

single level. Degeneracy of these levels is not important, but the existence of many

closely spaced levels may result in interference effects that distort the stored infor-

mation. Finally, the storage material should have a macroscopic physical structure

consistent with the fabrication of suitably shaped storage devices, e. g. thin disks.

Very little spectroscopic, photochemical, or materials work has been undertaken to

date whose objective has been to identify materials well suited for use in devices or

systems utilizing the optical process described.
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